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 Castelvetro's ideas. Mr Charlton draws Scaliger into his consideration,
 and gives us a comparison of Castelvetro's standpoint with that of
 Minturno; but this is not enough, for Castelvetro was in close touch
 with all the Greek erudition of his time; and he stood in personal
 relations to Robortelli and Vettori. Obviously, an adequate account of
 Castelvetro's position as an Aristotelian interpreter cannot afford to
 disregard his relations and indebtedness to these as well as to other
 predecessors; to Robortelli especially, it seems to us, he was indebted
 for some of his principal ideas. Of German studies Mr Charlton would
 find it useful to consult, besides Otto's edition of Mairet's Silvanire,
 which he knows, J. Ebner's Beitrag zu einer Geschichte der dramatischen
 Einheiten in Italien (Erlangen, 1898).
 Another point which would help materially to establish Castelvetro's
 position in the history of criticism is the subsequent history of his ideas
 and influence. A chapter might have been devoted to the reception
 of his ideas by his immediate successors, Buonamici, Piccolornini,
 Paolo Beni; to the attitude of the French critics from Mesnardiere to
 Dacier to Castelvetro, and to his influence on Louis Racine and
 Marmontel, through whom he became a force in French, and through
 French, in European criticism of Aristotle in the eighteenth century.
 We trust that this study will only be the beginning to more such
 monographs on Aristotelian interpretation since the Renaissance; for it
 cannot be sufficiently emphasised that what matters for the history of
 criticism and for the moulding of critical ideas is not what Aristotle
 really said and meant, but what successive generations of critics believed
 he said and meant.
 J. G. RQBERTSON.
 LONDON.
 A Welsh Grammar Historical and Descriptive. By J. MORRIS JONES.
 Phonology and Accidence. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1913.
 xxvii + 477 pp.
 The author of this long expected and ambitious work has for many
 years exercised a kind of literary dictatorship in Wales and it would
 seem that he aspires to a similar position as a grammarian. The appear-
 ance of his grammar was hailed by his countrymen as an event of
 national importance and a dinner was held under the auspices of the
 Cymmrodorion Society in London last summer to celebrate the occasion.
 Such celebrations, whether in connection with Celtic studies or other
 things, are little to the taste of the critical observer, and this work is
 bound to call forth severe criticism in competent quarters, though it will
 be readily admitted that the Bangor professor has greatly increased in
 knowledge and breadth of outlook since the publication of The Welsh
 People. As a detailed notice would be out of place in the pages of this
 Review, these remarks will be confined to the more general aspects of
 the work. The purely descriptive portion of the grammar will be warmly
 welcomed by all interested in the language of Wales, and it is a matter
 of regret to many that the author has not limited the book to this. He
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 gives us here the results of his intimate acquaintance with the language
 of Welsh poetry, and these are of the utmost importance. Possibly he
 may be induced to republish this part of the work in a separate form. As
 it is, the book is seriously overweighted with philological matter. The
 works of Thurneysen and Pedersen have been extensively drawn upon,
 and the author has evidently studied carefully the writings of Hermann
 Hirt. The history of the Celtic languages is full of obscurities, and the
 proper place for full discussion is a comparative grammar of the whole
 group. Prof. Morris Jones is inclined to treat all such knotty points in
 too great detail and frequently forgets that Welsh is not the only
 representative of Celtic with which we are familiar. Moreover, apart
 from obvious mistakes which are being pointed out by others, these
 excursions into philology often produce a bewildering effect. In
 moderation and self-criticism the work compares unfavourably with
 Pedersen's Vergleichende Grammatik. I should like in conclusion to
 express the hope once again that the descriptive portion may be issued
 in a separate and possibly extended form.
 E. C. QUIGGIN.
 CAMBRIDGE,
 MINOR NOTICES.
 A useful addition to the 'Englische Textbibliothek' published
 by Dr Hoops is an edition by Professor Klaeber of The Later Genesis
 with other Old English and Old Saxon texts relating to the Fall
 of Man, for the use of students (Heidelberg, Winter, 1913). The
 bibliography, notes, etc., are in English. Considering the close
 connexion of the Old Saxon with the Old English versions of the story,
 it is an advantage with a view to teaching to have them thus given
 side by side, and it is hardly necessary to say that the editor has done
 his work admirably. The English texts, besides those of the Genesis,
 include short extracts from Guthlac, Phcenix, Christ and Juliana;
 the Old Saxon are Fragment I of the O.S. Genesis and two passages
 from the Heliand. The bibliographical information is full and very
 valuable; but for the use of students it would have been desirable that
 an introduction should have been prefixed, giving all necessary informa-
 tion about the nature, origin and mutual relations of the texts dealt
 with. To those especially who do not read German the bibliography
 will not be very useful. But perhaps Dr Klaeber finds that when
 he refers his pupils in the University of Minnesota to Heinze, Zur
 ae. Genesis, or Sievers, A ltgermanische Metrik, they obtain these books
 and read them. If so, they differ from students in this country.
 The notes, admirable in most respects, are from the point of view of
 students less practically useful than they might be, because of the
 superabundance of references to authorities. For example, on the
 etymology of neorxnawang the editor refers to no less than thirteen
 authorities, but himself expresses no opinion.
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